Food Safety Scores Quiz
1. Why are restaurants given food safety scores?
a. So people can know if the food in the restaurant is handled safely.
b. So the restaurant can get a better review in the newspaper.
c. So the chef can get a raise.
d. So the food inspectors don’t get bored.
2. What score do you want to see in a restaurant where you want to eat?
a. A or 90100
b. B or 8090
c. C or 7080
d. Any grade above an “F”
3. Who gives the restaurant its food safety score?
a. The restaurant owner.
b. The people who eat there.
c. The restaurant reviewer from the local newspaper.
d. The government food safety inspector.
4. Where can you find the restaurant food safety score (in many places)?
a. Near the door.
b. On the Internet.
c. On the door or drive through window.
d. Answers A, B and C.
5. What should you do if you enter a restaurant and see a grade below an “A”?
a. Walk away and find a safer restaurant.
b. Ask to see the kitchen and meet the chef.
c. Ask the owner to scratch out the score and write an “A” in its place.
d. Start saying “Germ Alert” loudly until someone changes the score to an “A”.
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6. What are some of the things that are checked to give a restaurant its food safety score?
a. If cold food is kept cold and hot food is kept hot.
b. If the chef went to a fancy cooking school
c. If the kitchen is free of bugs and rodents.
d. Both A and C
7. What is the phrase to remember about restaurant food safety scores?
a. No “A”, scream and shout.
b. No “A”, check for a “B” or “C”.
c. No, “A”, walk away.
d. No “A”, keeps the doctor away.
8. Why is it important for a restaurant to have a great food safety score?
a. If they don’t, they won’t serve your favorite foods.
b. If they don’t you are up to ten times more likely to get a foodborne illness.
c. If they don’t, your friends will make fun of you for eating there.
d. If they don’t, they charge more money for their food.
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